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Effect of many weak side modes on relative intensity noise of distributed
feedback semiconductor lasers
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An increase of the relative intensity noise of nearly single-mode distributed feedback lasers with
respect to that predicted by single-mode theory after propagation in dispersive fiber at frequencies
up to 5 Ghz has been measured. A simplified multimode theory is presented which explains the
increase in noise. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!03508-6#
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The performance of a lightwave communication syst
is often affected by the laser’s relative intensity noise~RIN!.
When the link includes propagation in dispersive optical
ber, it is important to determine the RIN at the fiber outp
~i.e., at the receiver!, which can be different from the RIN a
the laser due to FM-to-AM conversion.

In addition to effects, which can be described by
single-mode laser theory,1 the side modes in a nearly single
mode laser contribute to RIN. After propagation in disp
sive fiber, mode partition noise~MPN! can be converted to
laser excess noise, and hence, increased RIN at the rece2

This is one of the factors that lead to the choice of nea
single-mode DFB lasers in communication applications.

We report here an effect of MPN that affects RIN
low-noise lasers even when the side-mode suppression
~SMSR! is greater than 35 dB. Since the gain spectrum
semiconductor lasers is broad, there usually exists a b
spectrum of weak Fabry–Perot~FP! side modes. These
modes, while greatly suppressed relative to the main mo
together can contribute enough power to affect the RIN
some circumstances. We demonstrate this effect experim
tally, give a theory that accounts well for the observed p
nomenon, and describe a set of conditions for the laser
fiber that lead to an observably increased RIN.

The carrier density fluctuationsDN and photon density
and phase fluctuationsDPi and Df i at each modei , at
modulation frequencyV can be obtained by using smal
signal rate equations. Nonlinear phenomena such as sp
and spatial hole burning are included here phenomenol
cally by using an expression for the gain, which includ
dependence on the photon density of each cavity mode,

Gi5Ḡi1GNi
DN2b iDPi2(

j Þ i
u i j DPj , ~1!

where GNi
5]Gi /]N is the differential gain, andb i

52]Gi /]Pi governs nonlinear self-compression of t
gain, whereasu i j 52]Gi /]Pj accounts for the way gain in
one mode is affected by the optical power in the oth
modes. The resulting small-signal rate equations are1

~ j V1GN!DN5
FN

V
2(

i
G% iDPi , ~2!

~ j V1GPi
!DPi5

GFPi

V
1GGNi

PiDN2(
j Þ i

Gu i j PiDPj ,

~3!
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a i

2
GGNi

DN1Ff i
, ~4!

with GN5
1
tc

1S iGNi
Pi , GPi

5Rspi
/Pi1Gb i Pi and G% i5Ḡi

2b i Pi2S j Þ iu j i Pj . In the above equationsG is the optical
confinement factor,tc is the differential spontaneous carrie
lifetime, Rspi

is the spontaneous emission rate per unit v
ume into the modei , anda i is the linewidth enhancemen
factor. The termsFN , FPi

, and Ff i
are Langevin noise

sources associated with carrier recombination and spont
ous emission into modei .

Equations ~2!–~4! can be easily solved numerically
However, more insight is gained by making some appro
mations that are valid in the case of nearly single-mode
sers. The gain margin of thei th modeDḠi , which is defined
as the difference between the inverse of the photon lifet
and the gain for that mode, is related to the cw photon d
sity Pi according toDḠi5Rspi

/Pi .3 For side modes below
threshold, the gain margin is large compared to dynam
variations in the gain and dominates the rate at which
photon density fluctuations are damped. Hence, for a s
mode,DPi is approximately independent of fluctuations
the carrier density and the photon density of the other mod
From Eq.~3! we get

DPi>
GFPi

/V

j V1 Rspi
/Pi

, iÞ0. ~5!

The photon density fluctuations of each of the si
modesDPi affect the carrier density and photon density a
phase of the main mode. Since the Langevin forcesFPi

of
different modes are uncorrelated, theDPi ~for Þ0) can then
be considered as independent noise sources in Eqs.~2!–~4!
~for i 50). Using the approach adopted in Ref. 1 we elim
nate the correlation betweenFPi

and FN by usingFN5FN8

2S iFPi
, where FN8 is the part of the noise not involving

spontaneous emission of photons into one of the longitud
modes.

The photon and carrier density variations in the ma
mode are given by

DP05DP0
N81DP0

P01(
iÞ0

DP0
Pi, ~6!
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DN5DNN81DNP01(
iÞ0

DNPi, ~7!

where we use two superscripts to denote the different co
butions to the fluctuationsDN, DP0 , and Df0 . The first
superscript indicates the physical origin of the noise te
either carrier noise (N8) or spontaneous emission originatin
photon density noise (P) and phase noise~f!. In the case of
spontaneous emission, a second superscript shows in w
mode the spontaneous emission takes place.

Upon substitution of Eq.~5! into the rate equations~2!
and ~3!, the contributions originating from carrier nois

DP0
N8 and DNN8, and from spontaneous emission in t

main mode,DP0
P0 andDNP0, are found to be approximatel

the same as those obtained with single-mode theory.
additional fluctuations caused by the side modes are give

DP0
Pi52FGN0

P0

j V1GPi
1GG% i

D~V!

1Gu0i
P0

j V1
1

tc
1GN0

P0

D~V!
GDPi5p0iDPi ~8!

and

DNPi5
1

GGN0
P0

@ j V1Gb0P01p0i P0#DP0
Pi, ~9!

where the factorD(V)52V21 j g0V1V0
2 is the resonant

denominator, withg0 andV0 the damping factor and reso
nant frequency of the main mode.1 These can be well ap
proximated by the values obtained with single-mode the
in the case of a distributed feedback~DFB! laser. From Eqs.
~4! and~9!, the phase fluctuation in modei due to spontane
ous emission in modej is given by

Df i
Pj52

a i

2

GNi

j V
GDNPj . ~10!

Equation~8! shows the additional fluctuation in the ph
ton density of the main mode, which is anticorrelated w
the noise sourceDPi that originates it. Two physical effect

FIG. 1. SMSR at Pout53.4 mW~crosses! and Pout516.4 mW~circles! as a
function of the frequency deviation from the main mode.
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are present: first, depletion of carriers due to spontaneous
stimulated emission into thei th side mode, and second, com
pression of the gain of the main mode by the power in
side modes.

The effect of the side modes is only important at fr
quencies well below the relaxation resonance frequency
the main mode. Closer to resonanceDP0

Pi dominates over

DP0
Pi and DPi , and beyond resonance the side-mode fl

tuation is highly damped due to its low-pass characteristic
seen in Eq.~5!. At frequencies below 1/tc and Ḡ0, the in-
verse of the response time of carriers and photons, res
tively, the carrier and photon density are adiabatically
lated, and since in this regime the carrier density is clamp
DN is practically zero. Considering the effect ofDPi sepa-
rately, spontaneous emission into the side-modei tends to
decrease the carrier density, as does stimulated emission
the side mode and the main mode. Hence, the condi
FPi

/V1G% iDPi1G% 0DP0
Pi'0 has to be satisfied. This rela

tion can also be easily derived from the rate equations~2!–
~4! if we ignore gain compression. Unless the side mode
so weak that the number of photons in the side mode
comparable to the number of photons originated by spo
neous emission, the factor corresponding to the stimula
gain dominates. TakingḠi'Ḡ0 , which is a valid approxi-
mation for the dominant side modes since the gain spect
of semiconductor lasers is quite broad~;50 nm!, we end up
with DP0

Pi;2DPi . This negative correlation between th
noise caused byFPi

in the main mode and the side mode
what causes cancellation of the mode partition noiseat the
output of the laserwhen we compute the total RIN.

For a multimode laser, the total detected intensity is
sum of the intensity in each mode. Since the different no
sources are uncorrelated, the spectral densities of the fluc
tions are additive, and therefore, we can consider their
fects individually. The total RIN at the receiver in the case
a nearly single-mode laser will then be given by

RIN~V,z!'RIN0~V,z!1(
iÞ0

^uH0
PiDP0

Pi1Hi
PiDPi u2&

P2 ,

~11!

FIG. 2. RIN before fiber and after 4.4 and 25.3 km~inset! of fiber at
Pout53.4 mW, Ibias51.6 I th, SMSR527 dB. The dots are experimenta
the solid line is multimode theory, and the dashed line is single-m
theory.
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where RIN0 is the RIN obtained with single-mode theory
Ref. 1, and the second term is the additional noise that co
from the side modes. We have used the fact that the ma
tude of fluctuations caused by the conversion between
frequency chirp~FM! and the intensity modulation~AM ! is
weighted by the power in the mode@see Eq.~12! below#.
Consequently, the phase noise in the side modes,Ff i

, can be

neglected. In Eq.~11!, Hi
Pi(V) is the small-signal transfe

function for propagation of intensity variations of the modei
driven by FPj

. This transfer function is a generalization

H2(V) in Ref. 1, which corresponds toH0
P0(V) in the

present notation, for the multimode case. In the case
propagation through dispersive optical fiberHi

Pi(V) is found
to be

Hi
Pi~V!5F cos~u!22Pi

Df i
Pj

DPi
Pj

sin~u!Gexp~ j q i !, ~12!

where u521/2b2V2z and q i52b2Dv iVz, with b2 the
fiber group velocity dispersion coefficient,z the fiber length,
andDv i the optical frequency spacing between modei and
the main mode. The factor exp(jqi) accounts for the group
delay of side modes relative to the main mode.

Substitution of Eqs.~9! and ~10! into Eq. ~12! yields

H0
PiDP0

Pi1Hi
PiDPi

5F cos~u!~exp~ j q i !1p0i !1a0

5sin~u!S p0i1
G~p0ib01u0i !P0

j V D
3S 11

a j

a0

GNj
Pj

GN0
P0

exp~ j q i !D GDPi

'@cos~u!~exp~ j q i !1p0i !1p0ia0 sin~u!#DPi . ~13!

Equation ~13! explains why even highly suppressed si
modes can contribute significantly to the RIN after propa
tion in dispersive fiber. As a consequence of the differenc
group velocities of the longitudinal modes in dispersive fib
fluctuations originating in the side modes no longer can
out after propagation, but instead cause oscillations in
noise power at the receiver. It can be seen that there i
overall increase in the RIN that rolls off at high frequenc
due to the low-pass characteristic of the noise sourceDPi .
The last approximation in Eq.~13! is valid for uuu!1, that is,
for small propagation distance and moderate frequencies
in the single-mode case,1 excess noise for side modes is r
duced after propagation whenab2.0.

In order that MPN have a significant contribution at
given modulation frequency,q i has to be close top(1
12m) for one or several of the dominant side modes, wh
m is an integer. The frequency separation between the m
mode and thei th mode is given approximately byuDv i u
;u i u2pc/L, with L the laser length,c the speed of light, and
i the mode index. Thus, assuming a typical valueb2

5220 ps2/km at 1.55mm, the condition above become
V'@(112m)L/z#/u i u2cub2u'0.1@(112m)/u i u#L(mm)/z~km!.
If the length of the laser inmm divided by the mode number
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L(mm)/u i u, is much larger than the propagation distancez in
km, the frequencies at which the previous condition is sa
fied are so high that an increase in RIN is no longer se
These conditions hold for short lengths of fiber and s
modes close to the main mode.

The relative intensity noise of a 250mm length DFB
laser at 1.54mm was measured before and after propagat
in various lengths of standard single-mode optical fiber~see
Figs. 1–3!. A good fit to the standard single-mode theo
was obtained before adding fiber. However, an increase
the RIN over the frequency range of 500 MHz to 5 GH
depending on fiber length and laser output power was
served when RIN after propagation was measured. Altho
the side modes in the stop band of the DFB laser are hig
suppressed, there are many FP cavity modes that have
lar power over a large bandwidth~see Fig. 1!. Including only
the strongest side mode in the calculations, the theory d
not predict what is experimentally observed.

We measured the optical spectrum to determine
power in;40 side modes together with their separationDv i

from the main mode. The measured RIN without fiber w
used to determineRsp0

, V0 , andg0 at each operation point
The rest of the parameters were estimated from the RIN w
fiber so as to obtain the best fits, yieldinga524.6, tc

50.27 ns,tph55.5 ps, andb25220 ps2/km.
For some fiber lengths the single-mode theory predic

reduction in RIN,1 which is not necessarily achieved expe
mentally due to these multimode effects. In the inset of F
2, the notch corresponds to the condition that 1/2b2DvVz is
an integer multiple ofp, with Dv the mean-mode spacing, a
which point all modes arrive at the detector in phase. T
effect of MPN is observed even at high output powers a
SMSR’s ~Fig. 3!.
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FIG. 3. RIN after 4.4 km of fiber at Pout516.4 mW, Ibias54.1 I th, SMSR
540 dB. Same notation as in Fig. 2.
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